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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Statement of Problem
The purpose of this study was to determine the validity of
two tests - California Test of Personality and Aspects of
Personality - which were designed for use in the middle grades
and are rated by educators and psychologists as the best
personality inventories at the present time*
That there is need of suoh a study cannot be denied when
we read statements such as the following by Traxler*i/
’’Probably the greatest single need in
personality measurement at the present
time is the need for extensive studies
of the validity of existing instruments.”
In his critical review of The California Test of Personality
which is found in the 1940 Mental Measurements Yearbook,-^/Vernon
tells us that*
"No evidence whatsoever is given of any
correspondence between a pupil* s scores
and his actual behavior or other
people’s impression of his behavior.”
And again on page 84 of the same volume we find S. J. Beck
1J Traxler* A* E. ”Measurement in the Field of Personality”
Education 66*434-430 (March, 1946
2f Buros, 0* K* The Njneteen-Forty Mental Measurements Yearbook
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reiterating the shortcomings of a personality inventory in the
following -words:
"There is no report of validation of findings
in individuals* inventories with study of the
same individual by other methods. The defeot
is one whioh the author no doubt shares with
muoh present-day study of personality*"
Value of Personality Tests
If personality tests measure what they purport to measure,
then we have on hand an effective tool in helping us to under-
stand the "whole ohild" and the child as an "individual," the
value of which no teacher can afford to underestimate.
As an outcome of extensive study on personality measurement,
whioh disclosed the lack of tests of the inventory type suitable
to the elementary school grades, Pintneri/ and his oo-workers
constructed a measuring instrument which they call "Aspects of
Personality." In justification of their study, Pintner tells
us*
"That a child’s adjustment of the school
situation has muoh to do with his readi-
ness to learn is quite obvious. Through
a study of the personality of each of her
pupils, a teacher becomes a better guide
in the educational process. Such study
makes for closer contact between teacher
and child. Certain children must be en-
couraged and led along slowly. Others
need to be challenged in order to motivate
them to better work. The submissive ohild
V Pintner, R. et al* Aspects of Personality . World Book Ce.
Yonkers, New York, 1937
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needs to be encouraged. The nervous child
requires special treatment. The introverted
child needs to be made less sensitive and
withdrawing. If the teacher but knew the
personality assets or liabilities of each
child, she could act accordingly. A good
start in this direction may be accomplished
through the use of a personality test of
the inventory type."
Keview of Research
Definition of Term
It is the uniqueness of personality which makes it the
despair as well as the joy of those who attempt to take its
measure. Yet, as Thorndike!/ has so aptly said, "whatever exists,
exists in some amount and can be measured." because of the
difficulty in developing suitable techniques, the measurement of
personality has lagged behind that in any other area of education.
Even the meaning of personality is the subject of wide differences
of opinion due to the inclusiveness of the term. Although Allport
presents some fifty odd definitions of the term "personality"
including the theological, sociological, and psychological ones,
it is the following which he selected for use in his authoritative
treatment of personality*!/
"Personality is the dynamic organisation within
the individual of those psyohophysioal systems
l/ Thorndike/
'
e. L. Mental and Sooial Measurement. Teachers
College, Columbia, hew iork, 1913
2/ Allport, G. W. Personality A Psychological interpretation
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that determine his unique adjustments to
his environment."
Traxleni/ tells us that:
"One’s personality may be defined as the
totality of his behavior in sooial situations*"
In a study by Murphy and Jenserjj-/ we find a note- of dis-
agreement *
"We do not believe that anyone today can
seriously undertake to say that he knows
what personality is*"
Writing in the same vein, Douglas Spencer—^ says:
"ho adequate theory as to the nature of
personality has been established by
quantitative method."
Approach to Personality Study
Since personality is usually defined in terms of how it is
constituted and these component parts are called traits, it is
easy to understand why the approaches to both personality study
and its measurement are made through personality traits* "however,
the mere enumeration of a person's traits and habits does not
give us the person himself since it omits the essential aspect
of organized structure*".!/
i/ Traxler, A. S* Measurement in the Field of Personality (see bib.
Murphy and Jensen (See bib*)
3/ Spencer, Douglas Fulcra of Conflict (See bib*)
4/ Vernon, P. s* "Gan Total Personality he Studied Objectively"
Character and Personality* Volume II, wo* 4 (ly35-36)
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To quote from S'
".Personality is relative to a framework of
reference and likewise personality studies
are relative to the conditions under which
they are made*"
Although a consideration of the "whole" personality must
always include both physical and intellectual traits, because
they are measured by different techniques, physical traits will
receive little or no attention in the present study.
Disadvantages of Personality Tests
Of the many legitimate methods of studying personality, which
include records, the interview, laboratory experiment, clinical
analysis, ratings, standardised tests, direct observation, and
many others, we shall concern ourselves with standardised tests
or personality ratings as they are called because of their
adaptability to classroom use and to treatment by statistical
techniques, ho single method will reveal personality in its
entirety, but personality ratings are becoming more widely used
in education and are being employed with greater confidence.
The following disadvantages of Penoil-and-Paper Tests (stand-
ardized tests and rating scales) are obvious, but they can be
minimized by the teacher or tests administrator who recognizes
ir Stagner, K. "Psychology of Personality" McGraw hill hook
Company, new York and London. 1937
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6their existence and acts accordingly:
!• Ease of falsifying the answers.
2. Misunderstanding of the meaning of a
trait.
3. ’’Halo effect" or its opposite the
"horned effect" which means the
subjective tendenoy on the part of
the marker or, in other words, the
tendency to see things, not as they
really are, but as they appear to
be through the eyes of the marker.
Objections Answered
The best known studies in regard to the first objection, that
of falsifying the answers. have been made by Hartshome and Ma
whose findings point to the conclusion that honesty is a trait
which is not inherent in the individual, but which is dependent
upon the specific situation in which he finds himself. Allportii'
feels that the best way to get around this difficulty is to make
an honest effort to secure unstinted co-operation by assuring
the individual that there are no right or wrong answers and that
the outcome will not be used to his disadvantage. -
/
A more recent
study on "The Ability to Influence One’s Score on a Typical
Pencil-and-Paper Test of Personality" offers the following con-
clusions:
1/ hartshorne ,' h. and May Studies in Deceit . The Macmillan Co.
hew York, 1928
2/ Allport, G. w. "The Study of Personality by the Experimental
Method" Character and Personality . Volume I. (1932-33)
Kelley, Miles, and Terman "Ability to Influence one’s Score on a
^glp^encjJ-andgPaper Test of Personality" Character and Personality
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1* Subjects of both sexes are able to
shift their scores,
2. Ability to shift scores is not cor-
related with age, intelligence, or
scholastic achievement. It is suggested
that such ability may be related to the
subject’s level of social adjustment or
social intelligence.
To diminish the "halo effect" (subjective tendency on the
part of the marker) Allporti/ suggests;
1, Specific warning against it,
2, Avoidance of haste and perfunotoriness
in making ratings,
3, Averaging the ratings of several judges.
Some interesting findings have been reported by Adams^/ who
claims that the factors influencing the reliability of judgment
are:
1. Differences in persons being rated.
2. Differences in ability to judge.
he found the accurate judge of self somewhat more intelligent
and more observing that the good judge of others. A good self-
rater tends to be happier, less gloomy, less irritable, less
liable to lose his head, more generous, more sympathetic, and more
if Allport, G. W. "Description of Personality" American Journal
of Psychology (1945) Pp. 40 to 60
2f Adams, h. F. "The Good Judge of Personality" Journal of
Abnormal and Social Psychology (1927) 22: 171-182
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oourageous than a good judge of others.
In his book called, "Fulcra of Conflict, "1/ Douglas Spencer
describes an experiment which he planned and conducted in an
effort to overcome this obstacle of subjectivity on the part of
the marker. Me took careful precautions to safeguard the identity
of the subjects and to secure frankness. Each individual’s
report as to his own experience, behavior, or characteristics in
regard to each variable were considered in relation to five
variables or factors.
"These factors, assumed to constitute sub-
jective components, concomitants, or
contingencies of experience, are herein
referred to for convenience as "the fulcra
of conflict or complaoency." As here used,
the concept is defined as the subjective
prop or support on which the evaluation of
a given variable rests; the hinge on which
its significance for conflict turns."
A Good Supplemental Device
having admitted the limitations and shortcomings of the paper-
and-pencil method of personality testing, we now rise to its
defense.
^he measurement of adjustment is an extremely comprehensive
task, we are told. In its broad sense, such measurement implies
l/ Spencer, Douglas Fulcra of Conflict . World hook Company.
Yonkers-on-hudson, new York. 1939. Fp. 89 and 90
2/ Greene, M. A. Jorgensen and Gerberich Measurement and Evaluation
in the Elementary School . Longmans, Greene & Company, new York, 1942
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the use of all types of devices which will furnish information
concerning the child and his backgrounds of heredity and environ-
ment. Symptoms of maladjustment may fairly readily be observed
by the teacher who has insight into pupil behavior, but the
determination of causes underlying maladjustment is often a task
for the clinical psychologist. The importance of an awareness
by the teacher of existent emotional maladjustments in his pupils
should be apparent. Such recognition of maladjustments should be
accompanied by evidence concerning their nature, and if possible,
their causes. Adjustment inventories serve the first two
purposes of (1) pointing out the existence of and (2) nature of
existing maladjustments quite adequately in many instances, but
they probably do not accomplish the third purpose, of discovering
the causes of maladjustments.
In his recently published study of juvenile delinquency in
the schools of Passaic, hew Jersey, Kvaraceu&i/ devoted an entire
chapter to a discussion of the school as a frustrating experience
in the lives of many children, he says:
"In general, the school picture of the delin-
quent presents an unsatisfactory, unsuccessful,
uabhPPy* and hence, extremely frustrating
situation which precedes or accompanies un-
desirable behavior."
And again in a later chapter:
l/ Kvaraoeus
,
W . c. Juvenile Delinquency and the School. World
hook Company. Yonkers-on-hudson, hew York. Iy45
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"Since delinquent behavior is the result of
an interacting personality- environment
situation which is usually characterized by
frustrations in the home, school, neighborhood,
or personality make-up itself, a scientific
program of prevention and control demands a
thorough study of the delinquent personality
and the total environment."
Summary of Research
The review of previous research seems to suggest that
1* There is great need of a better under-
standing of the "whole child."
2. If we are to make a serious attempt to
adjust the school program to the
individual child, we must use every
means available to acquire a better
understen ding of the child's personality.
3. Although research in personality testing
has lagged behind that in all other
fields of educational and psychological
measurement, personality tests and rating
scales which have been standardized have
some value as supplemental devices in the
measurement of personality.
4. Due to insufficient data on the matter,
we do not know how much value these tests
have.
5. Educators seem to agree that there is
need of further research on validation
of personality tests.
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CHAPTER IX
PROCEDURES AND STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES

CHAPTER 11
PROCEDURES AND STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES
Scope of Problem
The children used in this experiment were a heterogeneous
group of one hundred pupils - 61 boys and 39 girls - in grades
four, five, and six of a public elementary school looated near
the heart of a large New England industrial city. Their socio-
economic status could be described as neither "superior 1 ' nor
"inferior," but rather as a fluctuating matter depending largely
upon prevailing business conditions.
With the permission of the school principal and the
co-operation of two classroom teachers, the following testing
program was carried out. One hundred boys and girls of grades
four, five, and six were given the California Personality Test
and the Pintner Inventory with the clear understending that
there are no right or wrong answers. Every child was encouraged
to answer the way he felt about every question in the inventory.
It is the opinion of the writer and the co-operating test
administrators that, in the vast majority of cases, the answers
given appeared to be in keeping with the child* s personality as
seen from the teacher’s viewpoint. The credit for frank and
honest replies is probably due to two factors (1) the age level
(9 to 12) and (2) the informality with which the matter was
s'j / 'i:
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presented*
The questionaires used in this experiment were:
1* California Test of Personality by Thorpe,
Clark, and Fiegs
Grades 4-9 Form 1
Published by California Test Bureau
Los Angeles 28, California
2* Aspects of Personality by Pintner et al
Published by World Book Company
Yonkers-on-nudson, b©w York
In the critical analyses of these two tests, which is pro-
vided in the 1940 Mental Measurements Yearbook,—^ Percival Symonds,
Professor of Education at Columbia University says:
"The California Test of Personality would appear
to be one of the most carefully prepared questionaires
of this type."
And in the same volume, P. E. Vernon, Lecturer in Psychology
at the University of Glasgow, says about Aspects of Personality:
"In most respects, the test seems to be a
distinct advance on other personality in-
ventories for children*"
Reliability of Tests
how reliable are these tests and how was their reliability
ascertained'/
The authors of the California Test offer the following data
based upon 334 cases using the split-half method of correlation
2/
corrected by the Spearman-Brown formula:—'
Buroe, 0* K. The Wineteen-Forty Mental Measurements Xearbook
%/ Manual of Directions - California Personality Test
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S. 0. dist. P. e. est.
r score score
Total Adjustment .933 15.2 3.7
Sec. 1. Self-Adjustment .888 9.9 3.1
Sec. 2. Social Adjustm'
t
.867 7.6 2.6
— — —— 1 —
Pintner and his associates offer the following reliability
coefficients:—'
TABLE 2
Odd-Even Stepped-Up Reliability Coefficients for Each
of the Three sections of the Aspects of Person-
ality Inventory
boys Girls
Age n I II III Age U I II III
A-S I-E E A-S I-E E
10 100 .690 .759 .911 10 100 .659 .599 .797
11 100 .755 .624 .870 11 100 .759 .582 .821
12 100 .742 .525 .811 12 100 .753 .590 .922
By the re-test method. the coefficients of correlation between
the first and second administrations of A-S, e-I, and E sections
were .65, .70, and .79 respectively
Validity
What validation data do the authors present? un consulting
the manual whioh accompanies the California Personality Test, we
find that the validity of the instrument depends upon four factors:
A. Selection of items - based upon a study
of over 1,000 specific adjustment patterns
or modes of response to specific situa-
tions which confront children.
b. The Personality Components - the obtained
correlations among components emphasize
V Manual of Directions - Pintner 1 s Aspects of Personality
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the unity or "wholeness" of normal
individuals*
C. Test Itexa Disguise - to prevent some
children from painting self-portraits
which are better than the originals.
D. Limitations - by a oareful selection of
items, it is hoped that a relatively
short instrument is as reliable and use-
ful as one of greater length.
Pintner and his associates used the following procedures in
attempting to insure the validity of their questionaire.
1. Examination of ourrent personality inventories
2. Authors’ judgment
3. Internal consistency - determined by the
Clark Item Value and Biserial and methods
Since the validity of these inventories depends on factors
intrinsic to the tests, its adequacy is open to question. The
purpose of the present study is to test the validity by using
criterion data.
The California Test of Personality is divided in two sections
A Brief Description of the Tests
as follows
1. Be If Adjustment: Based
on feelings of personal
Security
A* Self-reliance
B. Sense of Personal Wealth
C. Sense of Personal Freedom
D. Feeling of Belonging
E. Freedom from Withdrawing
Tendencies
F* Ffeedora from Nervous
Symptoms
2. Social Adjustment: Based
on feelings of social
security
A. Social Standards
B. Social Skills
1 -XOlC iO
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C. Freedom from Anti-sooial
2. Social Adjustment: based
on feelings of social
seourity
D. Family Relations
a. Softool Relations
F. Community Relations
Tendencies
by measuring the factors in Section 1, we are supposed to
find out how the pupil thinks and feels about himself, while
Section 2 is designed to reveal the way in which a pupil is
adjusting in his social milieu - family, school, and community.
We add the Self Adjustment and Social Adjustment scores to obtain
the pupil’s Total Adjustment. The emphasis in this test is upon
the '‘wholeness" of the child’s adjusting organism. A profile
chart is provided with each test which, when filled in with the
scores obtained on each item of the test, is supposed to provide
a personality picture of the child and to form the basis for
guiding and assisting him in attaining better adjustment.
In Aspeots of Personality, the authors have attempted to
measure three highly important traits of personality and tempera-
.
1/ment.—
The inventory consists of three sections:
Section I contains 35 items and provides a
measure of ascendancy-submission
Section II contains 35 items and affords a
measure of introversion-extroversion
Section III contains 35 items plus 9 items
which are non-significant and is designed
to give a measure of emotional stability.
It is interesting to note and to bear in mind when comparing
results that these two inventories do not measure the same per-
jT^-A'gpgfffrg ‘CfT’ersonality - Pintner and others =
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sonality traits. A chart compiled by Traxler-i/ indicates fifty-
six aspects of personality which are measured on ten different
tests, wo one aspect is included on more than three of the
inventories. Four traits - emotionality, home or family adjust-
ment, introversion-extroversion, and social adjustment - appear in
three inventories which seems to indicate agreement on the part of
test authors that these four aspects are of more importance than
the traits which appear less often. Traxler tells us, "In no
other field of measurement do tests which are designed to measure
the same general area yield such varied results."
Criterion Data
Since the purpose of this study was to find out if these tests
measure what they purport to measure, criterion data was necessary.
Before presenting it, however, the writer wishes to quote from
Pintner and Forlanos^/
"There is no generally accepted method for
the validation of a psychological test.
Intelligence tests have been correlated with
school marks, educational achievement tests,
teachers’ ratings of intelligence, and simi-
lar standards. In the field of personality
testing, the more or less objective standards
of scholastic success cannot be used and so
we are compelled to depend upon other less
satisfactory criteria. . • .So, we have to
resort to the classroom teacher for help in
spite of the well-known unreliability of his
l/ Traxler,' A. E. Measurement in the Field of Personality
Education 66: 424-430 (March, 1946)
Pintner and Forlano "Validation of Personality Tests by
Outstanding Characteristics of Pupils" Journal of Education
Psychology 30: 25-32 (January, 1939)
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ratings. This unreliability is partly due to
the fact that an ordinary classroom teacher
rarely knows the personality characteristics
of all the children in his room and partly due
to the difficulty of clearly defining the per-
sonality trait which is to be rated.”
In this experiment, the following criteria were employed
enabling the writer to study the extent to which the personality
tests actually did differentiate between normal groups and those
known or suspected of being deviates.
1. Intelligence Quotients derived from
national Intelligence Tests - Scale
A - Form 2
2. Metropolitan Achievement test scores
Intermediate Battery - .Partial
3. Report-card marks
4. Haggerty-Olson-Wiokman Behavior Rating
Sohedule B
5* Sex
6. Broken Homes
7. Bi-Lingual Homes
Brief Description of Criterion Data
and how It Was Procured
Although Behavior Rating Schedules have admitted defects, they
nevertheless furnish us with a more objective instrument for measur-
ing personality traits. The Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating
Scale, Schedule B, consists of a graphic five-point rating scale
for thirty-five traits which are divided into four groups -
intellectual, physical, social, and emotional. &aoh trait has
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been assigned a position on a five-point scale and is weighted
according to its predictive relation to the problem tendency
score on Schedule A* (Schedule A was not used in this experiment)
Extremes of a trait, (such as. Extremely Sluggish-Overactive
)
#
receive higher problem-weightings than intermediate positions.
Total scores received on this rating scale denote freedom from
problem tendencies, so that low scores represent slight deviations
from the typical behavior of children and are more desirable than
high scores. A rerating correlation of .86 and a split-half
correlation of .92 are reported for elementary school children.
The 100 children in the experimental group were rated by
their classroom teaohers on the Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior
Rating Scale, Schedule B, in accordance with the instructions
which appear on the first page of each copy. Sample question and
directions follow:-!/
Feeble-
Minded
(5)
Dull Equal of
(4) Average
Child on
Street
(3)
Bright
(2)
Brilliant
(1)
1. Do not consult anyone
judgments
o
in making your
2. In rating a person on a particular
trait, disregard every other trait
but that one. Many ratings are
rendered valueless because the rater
allows himself to be influenced by a
general favorable or unfavorable im-
pression that he has formed of the
person.
1
/
Manual of Directions haggerty-Olson-Ytiiokman Behavior Rating
Schedule B
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3. When you have satisfied yourself as to
the standing of this person in the trait
on which you are rating him, indicate
your rating by placing a oross (X)
inmediately above the most appropriate
descriptive phrase.
4. If you are rating a child, try to make
your ratings by comparing him with
children of his ovm age.
5. The masculine pronoun (he) has been used
throughout for convenience. It applies
whether the person whom you are rating is
male or female.
6* In making your rating, disregard the small
numbers which appear below the descriptive
phrases. They are for use in scoring.
The national Intelligence Test, Scale A, Form 2, had been
given in Grade 4 of this particular school as a routine part of
the testing program. Therefore, an I. Q. was already on reoord
for all the pupils in this group and is the one used in this
study. The experimental population was divided into two groups:
(1) hoys and girls with I. Q. 100 or above; (2) Those with I. Q.
below 100. In a further effort to find out if the personality
test distinguished between groups with a high I. Q. and those with
a lower I. Q. the dividing line was pushed up to 110 and the pop-
ulation was again split into two groups.
had time permitted. Achievement Tests would have beaa given
to the entire group of 100 pupils, but sinoe that appeared not to
be feasible for practical reasons, a group of twenty-five fifth
grade pupils were selected at random and given the Metropolitan
Achievement Tests - Intermediate Battery (Partial)#
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In spite of the unreliability of teachers’ marks, due not only
to the "halo" but to the "horned" effect, a study of this type
would be incomplete without them, bach child had received a bi-
monthly report card which included marks in conduct, effort, and
all subjects taught in his or her grade. At the time this test-
ing program was being carried on, each child had received three
sets of marks for the ourrent year. These ratings were examined
and the children grouped as follows:
!• r*upils receiving all A's and D's on
their report cards and assumed to be
a well-adjusted group.
2. rupils receiving D’s and b’s (failing
marks) on their report cards and
assumed to be deviates.
Any child receiving a mark of C was not included in this part
of the study©
Social and iinotional Faotors
Do these measuring instruments under investigation actually
distinguish between different groups? It is assumed that a
broken home is not a normal home and that children coming from
such homes will be deviates, "broken home" is here defined as
one where (1) marital separation of the parents was known to have
already occurred with or without court proceedings; (2) or one
where a moral or financial problem existed which necessitated the
assistance of a social agency. The writer studied the California
Test scores of the following different groups:
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1® Children from broken homes
2. Children from unbroken homes
A bi-lingual home is the exception rather than the rule and a
tendency toward maladjustment might be expected of children from
such homes. Does the California Test "pick out" this difference?
The writer studied the test scores of the following groups:
Tne raw scores from the California Personality Test, Rintner's -
Aspects of Personality, and the Behavior Rating Scale wex*e converted
into percentile scores with the assistance of the tables of per-
centile norms provided with each one of the tests. A percentile
may be described as a point on a 100-point scale which gives the
per cent of scores which fall below that particular percentile.
For example, a pupil whose score falls at the 80 percentile point
exoeeds 80 per cent of the pupils on whom the test was standardised
and is exceeded by 20 per cent of the pupils in the standardized
group. Tables showing the range, means, and standard deviations
of all scores were found and are shown in the following chapter.
The test of significant difference was applied to the means
of certain groups which are described below. The theory behind
tests of significance is explained by Mills^
1* Children from bi-lingual homes
2. Children from mono-lingual homes
Statistical Techniques Used
Critical Ratios
"Statistical Methods" henry Jttolt & Co., mew ?ork
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"In the two tests we have applied, no diffi-
culty was encountered in interpreting the
probabilities bearing on the relation between
the hypothetical mean, and the observed facts.
In the one case, the odds were so small as to
leave no doubt as to the lack of agreement; in
the other case the difference was clearly in-
significant. But many tests will lie on the
borderline, and we must have some reasonable
criterion as to the limit of significance. Udds
of 1 out of 100 constitute one conventional
standard. If a given difference between hypo-
thetical and observed values would occur as a
result of chance only 1 time out of 100, or less
frequently, we may say that the difference is
significant. This means that the results are
not consistent with the hypothesis we have set
up. If the discrepancy between theory and
observation might occur more frequently than 1
time out of 100 solely because of the play of
chance, we may say that the difference is not
clearly significant. The results are not in-
consistent with the hypothesis. The value of
"T" (the difference between the hypothetical
value and the observed mean, in units of the
standard error of the mean) corresponding to a
probability of l/lOO is E.576. One hundredth
part of the area under the normal curve lies
at a distance from the mean, on the x-axis, of
2.576 standard deviations or more. Accordingly,
tests of significance may be applied with direct
reference to "T," interpreted as a normal deviate
(i.e., as a deviation from the mean of a normal
distribution expressed in units of the standard
deviation). A value of MT” of 2.576 or more
indicates a significant difference, while a value
of less than 2.576 indicates that the results are
not inconsistent with the hypothesis in question."
To discover wrhether or not these personality inventories dis
tinguish between groups which are assumed to be well-adjusted and
groups which are assumed or known to be mal-ad.justed, we divided
our population accordingly. The test of significance was
utilised to show whether or not these differences are significant
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Comparisons Made
Group I Sex Differences based on California .Personality Test Scores
Boys Girls
1. Self Adjustment
2. Social Adjustment
3. Total Adjustment
Group II Sex Differences based on Pintner's Aspects of Personality
Boys Girls
1* Ascendance-Submission
2. Introversion-Extroversion
3. Emotionality
Group Hi Differences based on I. Q. - California Personality Test
Are children with an I. Q. of 100 or more better adjusted
than those witn an I. (i* below 1C0Y The California
Personality Test scores were divided accordingly.
Children with I. Q. Children with I. Q.
of 100 or better below 100
1. Self Adjustment
2. Social Adjustment
5. Total Adjustment
Group IV Differences based on Report Card Marks
Children receiving
D*s and E f s
- Differences based on naggerty-ulson-
Boys and girls
lower than 50
percentile
Children receiving
A' s and B’s
1. Self Adjustment
2. Social Adjustment
3. Total Adjustment
Group V California Personality Test
Wickman Behavior Rating Scale
Boys and girls at
50 percentile or
better
1. Self Adjustment
2. Social Adjustment
3. Total Adjustment
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Group VI California Personality Test - Differences based on stability of
the home
Boys and Girls from
broken homes
1« Self Adjustment
2. Social Adjustment
3* Total Adjustment
Group Vil California Personality Test - Differences based on the number
of languages spoken in the home
Boys and girls from Boys and girls from
bi-lingual homes mono-lingual homes
1<» Self Adjustment
2*. Social Adjustment
3. Total Adjustment
Boys and girls from
unbroken homes
Correlation
The Pearson Product-Moment technique was used to discover the
relationship between Achievement and Personality in
a. Self Adjustment
b. Social Adjustment
c« Total Adjustment
Correlations were also derived between Achievement Scores and three
Aspects of Personality
a. Introversion-Extroversion
b* Ascendance-Submission
o. Emotionality
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CHAPTER III
AwALYSlb UF DATA
(
CHAPTJjJR ill
AhALYbib UF DATA
Treatment of Data
The purpose of this experiment was to determine the validity
of two tests:
1* The California Test of Personality
2.
Pin-oner's Aspects of Personality
The tests were administered to 100 children in a public school
who represented the total population in grades four, five, and six
of that school. Studies have been made of the results of the per-
sonality inventories and of certain criterion which were employed
in this experiment and which have been fully described in Chapter
Ii. Tables summarising the results of the tests are found in this
chapter. The data were analysed for the following comparisons and
to find the answers to the following questions.
Comparisons Drawn
1. Sex differences based on California Personality Test Scores
2. Sex differences based on Pintner's Aspects of Personality
3. Personality Adjustment California Test based on Report Card Marks
4. Personality Adjustment California Test based on Intelligence
Ciuotients
5. Personality Adjustment California Test based on haggerty-Ulscn-
V/iokham behavior Rating Sohedule b
6. Personality Adjustment California Test based on stability of the
home
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7. Personality Adjustment California Test based on tne number of
languages spoken in the home
Questions
We assumed that in a group of 100 public school children some
were well-adjusted and some were mal-adjusted. We wished to find
out.
1. Do personality tests distinguish between
those children we think, according to
certain criterion data, are well-adjusted
and those we think are mal-adjusted?
2. Are children with an I. Q. of 100 or more
better adjusted than those with an I. Q.
below 100? If we raise the dividing line
to I. Q. 110, is the difference between
the two groups greater or less?
3. Are children who are failing in school, as
indicated by report card marks and the
Metropolitan Achievement Tests, well-
adjusted?
4. Is good personality adjustment characteristic
of either sex?
5. Does the teacher* s rating of the pupil on
personality traits agree with the pupil*
s
rating of himself?
Summary Scores
Tad
L
b i
GttubKAL STATISTICS ON VALIDATING POPULATION
SEX N MEAN AGE S. D. I. Q. S . D.
Boys 61 11 yr. ~T57r2 105.16 17.90
Girls 39 10 yr. 8M 12.09 111.30 14.87
Boys and 100 10 yr. 10M 14.53 107.55 17.05
Girls
The MEAN AGE of the group was 10 years, 10 months. Most of
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the boys were between 9 years, 9 months and 12 years, 3 months
while the girls* ages ranged from 9 years, 8 months to 11 years,
e months. The MEAN I. Q. for the entire group was 107*55; for
the boys, 105*16; and for the girls, 111.30.
TABLE II
MEAN SCORES ON CALIFORNIA PERSONALITY TEST
SEX N SECTIONS
—
i— — 1YY- :
Self Adjustment Social AdjuetmH Total Adjuctm*t
MEAN S. D. MEAN S. D. mean S. D.
Boys 61 53.95 20. 6C 60.56 20.60 l52.8E> 20.60""
Girls - 39 59.25 20.70 61.90 18.60 61.05 18.45
Boys and 100 56.00 20.80 55.00 21.20 56.06 19.85
Girls
Analysis of the data in Table II showed the girls* MEAN scores
to be higher than the boys* in all three sections of the California
Personality Test, with the greatest difference occurring in Social
Adjustment where the girls* MEAN score was 61*90 or 11*35 points
higher than the boys* which was 50.55. These differences are
further analysed later in this chapter*
TABLE III
MEAN SCORES ON PINTNER* S - ASPECTS OF PERSONALITY
Section I Ascendance-Submission
Section II Introversion-Extroversion
^^jLon^jn Emoticnality
i
SEX N SECTION I A-S SECTION II I-E SECTION III E
MEAN S. D. MEAN S. D. MEAN S. D.
Boys 61 49*92 28.70 68.20 27.25 60.75 29.55
Girls 39 47.05 29.90 50.00 31.40 57.70 31.10
Boys and 100 48.80 29*20 61.10 30.25 59.55 30.55
Girls
Examination of the data in Table III showed that in the traits
measured by Pintner*s Inventory the boys* mean scores were higher
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than the girls', with the greatest difference appearing in
INTROVERSION-EXTROVERSION where the boys* mean score was 68*20
while the girls averaged 50.00, a difference of 18.20 points in
favor of the boys. That the California and thePintner Inventories
do not measure the same personality components is apparent from
the foregoing tables.
TABLE IV
MEAN SCORES OBTAINED ON BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE
HAGGERTY-OLSON-WICKMAN BEHAVIOR RATING SCHEDULE B
SEX _ . N INTELLECTUAL PHYSICAL _ SOCIAL __ EMOTIONAL TOTAL
M S. D. M S.D. M S.D. M S.D. M S.D.
Boys 6i 18.60 9.85 15.30 7.70 25.50 I2.l0 26. 45 13.15 W,W 2X705
Girls 39 14.75 9.80 11.60 5. SO 18.45 8.45 18.75 11.70 64.75 15.75
Boys A 100 17.10 10.00 13.85 7.30 22.75 11.40 23.45 13.15 72.80 20.21
Girls
Table IV summarizes the results obtained when the boys and
girls in this experimental group were rated by their teachers on
the Haggerty-Olson-Wiokman Behavior Rating Schedule B. High scores
represent undesirable deviations and low scores desirable deviations
from the typical behavior of a group of children.
The authors of this test presented the following distribution
of total scores in the Manual of Directions—^ on page 9, obtained
as a result of teachers’ ratings of over two thousand ohildren.
TABLE V
TOTAL SCORES ON HAGGERTY-OLSON-WICKMAN BEHAVIOR RATING SCHEDULE B
‘ SE* N MEAN S. D.
iJoys
T
TSTsT 1
1
72.4
1 " 1
Girls 1394 65.9 16.3
Total 2867 69.2 17.7
ir haggerty-uison^fiTicknianJdanua 1 of Directions for Behavior Rating Sched. B
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These data in Table V based on a population of over 2,000
children reveal the seme tendency for girls to receive higher
ratings than boys which the writer discovered in the present
study, a tendency which seems to suggest that girls' behavior
meets with greater approval than that of boys' in the eyes of
the teacher.
Critical Ratios
After we had obtained the mean and sigma on all test soores
for all groups in this experiment, we compared the means and
asked, "To what extent is the difference between the means due
to chance?" We either prove or disprove the null-hypotheses by
finding critical ratios in our comparisons.
A critical ratio of 2.576 meets the test of significance at
the 1 per cent level. Tables summarising the results of com-
parisons made are found on the following pages.
TABLE VI
COMPARISON BETWEEN BOYS' AND GIRLS' SCORES ON
CALIFORNIA PERSONALITY TEST
' sfec^M [ seK 1 T" “TP “sTb". " ' S.EV
m
T3IW
ml - m2
s.¥;
"
d
’'erx’""
Self Boys 61 53.95 20.60 2.64 5.30 4.241 1.25
Adjustment Girls 39 59.25 20.70 3.32
Social Boys 61 50.55 20.60 2.64 11.35 3.981 2.852
Adjustment Girls 39 61.90 18.60 2.93
Total Boys 61 52.35 20.00 2.56 8.20 3.91 2.097
Adjustment Girls 39 61.05 18.45 2.95
Table VI shows the mean soores obtained by boys and girls on
the California Personality Test. Although a slight difference in
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favor of the girls occurred in all three parts of the test, in Social
Adjustment only did the Critical Ratio (2.852) show the difference to
be statistically significant. This means that the girls in terms of
social adjustment viere better than the boys.
TABLE VII
COMPARISON BETWEEN BOYS 1 AND GIRLS' SCORES
ON PINTNER* S ASPECTS OF PERSONALITY
SECTION SEX N M S.D. S.E.m DIFF. s#s *d C.R.
i
Ascendance Boys 61 49.92 28.70 3.674
2.87 6.042 .475Submission Girls 39 47.05 29.90 4.791
II
Introversion Boys 61 63.20 27.25 3.489
18.20 6.122 2.973Extroversion Girls 39 50.00 31.40 5.032
III
Emotionality Boys 61 60.75 29.55 3.783 3.05 6.252 .488
Girls 39 57.70 31.10 4.393
A study of the test results shown in Table VII seems to show
that boys achieve slightly higher scores than girls in the traits
tested by Pintner’s Inventory. This difference in favor of the
boys is statistically significant in the case of extroversion as
shown by the critical ratio 2.973. It is a well-known fact that
boys tend to be overted in behavior, a fact that often gets them
into difficulty particularly in the classroom, while girls tend
to be introverted which is not healthy.
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TABLE VIII
COMPARISON BETWEEN CALIFORNIA PERSONALITY
TEST SCORES OF CHILDREN WITH I. Q. 100
TOTxu»— v* vm*' m*.
I 100
SELF or above 68 58.00 20.85 2.527 6.60. 4.45
adjustment Below 100 32 51.70 20.70 3.657
II 100
SOCIAL or above 68 56.30 21.95 2.660 4.10 4.31
ADJUSTMENT Below 100 32 52.20 19.20 3.392
III 100
TOTAL or above 68 58.53 19.70 2.390
5.03 3.41ADJUSTMENT Below 100 32 53.50 19.45 3.440
•~CVRT~
1.42
.951
1.475
From the data in Table VIII are found the differences between
the mean personality scores of children with an I. Q. of 100 or better
and of those below 100. A difference in favor of the group with the
higher I. Q. was noted, but the Critical Ratios were not sufficiently
high to be statistically significant. In Social Adjustment the two
groups appeared to be most nearly alike with a Critical Ratio of only
.951 which would seem to indicate that, in social situations, these
two groups adjust equally well.
A further attempt was made to find out if the California Per-
sonality Test distinguished between groups of unequal mental ability.
An I. Q. of 110 was used as the dividing line, the personality scores
were divided accordingly, and the following results were obtained.
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TABLE IX
COMPARISON BETWEEN CALIFORNIA PERSONALITY
TEST SCORES OF CHILDREN WITH I. Q.
SECTION I. Q.
ru'
N
1 XJ iUWUli
M S.D. S.E.m DIFF. S *E« C.R.
I TTo
SELF or above 43 57.20 20.95 3.193
ADJUSTMENT Below 110 57 55.10 20.60 2.728 2.10 4.20 .50
II 110
SOCIAL or above 43 58.35 21.45 3.269 . »
ADJUSTMENT Below 110 57 52.55 20.65 2.735 5.80 4.27 1*358
III 110
TOTAL or above 43 58.25 19.85 3.025
ADJUSTMENT Below 110 57 54.40 19.65 2.602 3.85 3.99 .964
Analysis of data in Table IX showed that* by regrouping the ex-
perimental population using I. Q. 110 as the dividing line, certain
changes occurred. However, the difference between the means of the
high and low groups was even smaller than in Table VIII except in
Social Adjustment. The mean for the low groups was 52.55 which is
almost the same as the average for children with an I. Q. below 100,
while the mean score in Social Adjustment for the high group (I. Q.
110 or better) went up to 58*35, making a difference between the
means of 5*80 with a Critical Ratio of 1*358. Although this dif-
ference does not meet the test of significance which is 2.576, it
appears that there is a tendency toward better social adjustment
on the part of the group with an I* Q. of 110 or better.
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TABLE IX
COMPARISON BETWEEN CALIFORNIA PERSONALITY TEST
SCORES OF CHILDREN RECEIVING A*s AND B's ON
REPORT CARDS AND THOSE RECEIVING P's AND E's
SECTION GROUP N M S.D. S.E.m DIFF. S.E«d C.R.
T ~A “ana B" “67.81!"" '16.20 2'.7l)
SELF
adjustment D and E 24 50.40 22.35 4.56
17.40 5.299 3.283
II
SOCIAL
A and B 36 67.43 15.40 2.566
16.18 3.442 4.703
ADJUSTMENT D and E 24 51.25 11.20 2.285
III
TOTAL
A and B 36 69.15 14.15 2.36
18.75 4.914 3.813
adjustment D and E 24 50.40 21.10 4.31
Is there a significant difference between the personality adjust-
ment of children who are successful in school and those who are
failures? A glance at Table IX forces us to the conclusion that
there is. Children who received A*s and B*s on their report cards
attained a mean score of 67.80 in Self-Adjustment while the failures
averaged only 50.40, showing a difference of 17.40 between the
means with a Critical Ratio of 3.285. In Social Adjustment the
difference between the means wqs 16.18 in favor of the A and B
group with a Critical Ratio of 4.703. Total Adjustment scores bear
out the same tendency with a mean score of 69.15 for the successful
pupils and 50.40 for the academic failures with a Critical Ratio
of 3.318.
Critical Ratios obtained by comparing the means of these two
groups far exceed the required 2.576 which is necessary for signifi-
cance and suggest that either (1) teachers* marks are influenced
either favorably or unfavorably according to the child's personality
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or (2) success in school tends to influence personality adjustment
in a way which is highly favorable.
TABLE X
COMPARISON BETWEEN CALIFORNIA PERSONALITY
TEST SCORES OF CHILDREN FROM BROKEN HOMES
AND THOSE FROM UNBROKEN HOMES
SECTION GROUP N M S.D. S.E.m DIFF. S.E.^ C.R.
“T Unbroken
SELF Homes 69 60.15 20.35 2.45 13.40 4.126 3.244
ADJUSTMENT Broken 31 46.75 18.50 3.32
II Unbroken
SOCIAL Homes 69 59.04 19.35 2.388 13.76 3.096
ADJUSTMENT Broken 31 45.30 20.85 3.743
III Unbroken
TOTAL Homes 69 60.15 19.00 2.29 14.19 3.97 3.574
ADJUSTMENT Broken 31 45.96 18.05 3.24
Does the California Personality Test distinguish between those
children whom* we consider as coming from normal homes and those
whom we have reason to believe come from maladjusted homes? Analysis
of the statistics shown in Table X leads us to believe that is does.
Children from broken homes averaged only 46.75 in Self-Adjustment
out of a possible one hundred, while those from stable homes had a
mean score of 60.15. In terms of Social Adjustment children from
broken homes rank even lower with a mean soore of only 45.30 while
their more secure classmates attained a mean score of 59.05. The
greatest difference between the means of these two groups, a dif-
ference of 14.19 points, appears in Total Adjustment where children
from unbroken homes showed a mean score of 60.15 while those from
broken homes averaged 45.96, a difference of 14.19 points.
Critical Ratios of 3.244 in Self-Adjustment; 3.096 in Social
Adjustment; and 3.574 in Total Adjustment point to the conclusion
that home environment has a profound influence upon a child's
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personality adjustment*
TABLE XI
COMPARISON BETWEEN CALIFORNIA PERSONALITY
TEST SCORES OF CHILDREN FROM BI-LINGUAL
HOMES AND THOSE FROM MONO-LINGUAL HOMES
SECTION HOME N M S.D. S.E.m DIFF. S.E«(j C.R.
SELF Mono-Lingual 64 59.75 19.93 2.50 8.10 4.317 1.875
ADJUSTMENT
II
SOCIAL
Bi-Lingual 36 51.65 21.10 3.52
Mono-Lingual 64 57.05 20.78 2.60 5.10 4.473 1.140
ADJUSTMENT Bi-Lingual 36 51.95 21.85 3.64
III
TOTAL Mono-Lingual 64 59.00 19.65 2.46
7.05 4.076 1.727ADJUSTMENT Bi-Lingual 36 51.95 19.50 3.25
A study of the statistics in Table XI on two groups which were
compared reveals a tendency on the part of children from mono-lingual
homes to be better adjusted than those from bi-lingual homes. Critical
Ratios of 1.875 in Self-Adjustmentj 1.140 in Social Adjustment* and
1.727 in Total Adjustment, while not statistically significant,
nevertheless suggest that children coming from homes where one lang-
uage is spoken have a better chanoe of being well-adjusted than those
children in whose homes more than one language is commonly spoken.
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TABLE XII
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE CALIFORNIA PERSONALITY
TEST SCORES OF CHILDREN AT THE 50th PERCENTILE
OR BETTER ON TEE HAGGERTY-OLSON-
WICKMAN BEHAVIOR RATING SCHEDULE B AND THOSE WORSE
Notes High Scores on the Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Scale Denote
Undesirable Deviation from Normal Behavior and Low
Scores Denote Freedom from Problem Tendencies
CALIF. FREEDOM M
TEST PR(jBLEM PER.
SCORES TENDENCIES N SCORE S.D. S.E.™ DIFF. S.E.ri C.R.
I
SELF 50%lle or better 45 60.00 18.95 2.824 8.55 4.045 2.111
ADJUSTMENT Worse than 50% 55 51.45 21.50 2.90
II
SOCIAL 50%ile or better 45 62.55 16.50 2.459
15.35 3.833 4.007
ADJUSTMENT Worse than 50% 55 47.20 21.80 2.938
III
TOTAL 50^ile or better 45 61.80 16.50 2.46
11.00 3.72 2.957
ADJUSTMENT Worse than 50/a 55 50.80 20.60 2.78
Does the teacher’s rating of the pupil agree with the pupil's
rating of himself? The data in Table XII suggest that such is the
oase. Children with low problem tendencies (50 per centile or
better) averaged 60.00 in Self-Adjustment while those with high
problem tendencies had a mean score of 51.45, a difference of 8.55
points in favor of the first group. In Social Adjustment the
"normal" group averaged 62.55 while the "deviates" had a mean score
of 47.20. This difference of 15.35 is not only statistically sig-
nificant, but bears out a tendency noticed in comparing the means
of all groups in this experiment; that is, where a difference ocours,
the difference in Social Adjustment appears to be greater and,
consequently, more significant than differences in Self
-Ad justment or
Total Adjustment#
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Critical Ratios of 4.007 in Social Adjustment and 2*957 in
Total Adjustment in favor of the first group suggest that children
who are well-ad justed tend to receive better behavior ratings from
their teachers than those who are maladjusted. Whether good
adjustment is the cause or effect of desirable behavior ratings is
a question for discussion and further study.
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
The Pearson Product-Moment Method was applied to discover what
correlation exists between the following scores*
1. California Personality Adjustment and Metropolitan
Achievement
2. Pintner’ s Aspects of Personality and Metropolitan
Achievement
There appeared to be no correlation whatever between achieve-
ment and the traits measured by the California Personality Inventory
as shown by the following coefficients which were obtained:
1. Self Adjustment r.0C4 Metropolitan Achievement
2. Social Adjustment r.COl Metropolitan Achievement
3. Total Adjustment r-.OOl Metropolitan Achievement
The traits measured by Pintner’ s Inventory appeared to have
some relationship to Achievement, but it was so slight as to have
no forecasting efficiency and to be of little practical value.
1* Achievement
2. Achievement
3* Achievement
r.186
r.-ll
r.-50
Ascendance-Submission
Introversion-Extroversion
Baotiona lity
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

CHAPTER IV
SUMART
The purpose of this experiment was to determine the validity
of two tests?
1. The California Personality Test
2. Pintner’s - Aspects of Personality
Criterion Data:
1« Sex
2. Intelligence Quotients
3» Metropolitan Achievement Test Scores
4. Report Card Marks
5* Broken Homes
6. Bi-lingual Homes
?• Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating Schedule B
The following comparisons were drawn?
1. Sex Differences Based on California Personality
Test Scores
a* Self-Ad justment
b, Social Adjustment
c. Total Adjustment
2* Sex Differences Based on Pintner's - Aspects of
Personality
a. Ascendance-Submission
b. Introversion-Extroversion
c. Emotionality
3. Personality Adjustment Differences Based on R
e
port
Card Marks
a. Self-Adjustment
b. Social Adjustment
c. Total Adjustment
4. Personality Adjustment Differences Based on I. Q.
5# Personality Adjustment Differences Based on Haggerty-
01son-V.rickham Behavior Rating Schedule B
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6* Personality Adjustment Differences Based on
Stability of the Horae
7* Personality Adjustment Differences Based on
the number of languages spoken in the home*
The test of significance was utilized to show whether or not
the differences found were significant*
The data were analyzed in an effort to answer the following
questions*
1* Is good personality adjustment characteristic of
either sex?
2* Are ohildren who are failing in school well-
adjusted?
3. Are children with a high I* Q. better adjusted
than those with a lower I. Q*?
4* Do personality tests distinguish between ohildren
whom we think are well-adjusted and those we
have reason to believe are maladjusted?
5* Does the teacher's rating of the pupil agree
with the pupil's rating of himself?
CONCLUSIONS
1. In this study, a slight difference in favor of the girls was
found in all traits measured by the California Personality Test* In
terns of Social Adjustment, the girls were considerably better than
the boys.
In those traits measured by Pintner’s Inventory (1) Ascendance-
Submission; (2) Extroversion-Introversion; (3) Emotionality, the
boys* scores were slightly higher than the girls' scores in parts
I and III and markedly higher in Extroversion, which suggests a
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healthy tendency on the part of boys toward overt behavior, while
girls tend to be introverted.
2. In this study, the writer found that children who were success-
ful in sohool were well-adjusted, whereas those who received failing
marks also made poor adjustment in all areas tested, but particularly
in Social Adjustment. Whether mal-adjustment is the cause or effect
of academic failure is a problem for further study.
3. From this study, it appears that children whose I. Q. falls
within the normal range (90-110) tend to be better adjusted than
those above or below.
4. In this study, when used on children coming from homes which we
believe to be stable and intact and from homes we have reason to
consider inadequate, the California Personality Test actually did
distinguish between the two groups in such a way as to leave no
dotibt that make up of the home is an important factor in the child’s
adjustment.
5. In this study, the writer found that the portrait which the
child painted of himself agreed with the teacher’s estimate of his
character. Children with high soores on the California Personality
Test were rated by their teachers as freer from problem tendencies
than the group with low adjustment scores. This tendency shows up
most clearly in their social relations suggesting that, whereas a
maladjusted child might find compensations within himself which aid
in self adjustment, nevertheless problem tendencies are an obstaole
to good social adjustment
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Implications of this Study
The educational implications of this study seem to be that
the California Personality Test and Pintner’s - Aspects of
Personality have some value in distinguishing between "normal"
children and "deviates” and in assisting in their early discovery;
that, as a supplemental device, they may be used with confidence
by teachers who wish to understand and guide "the whole child"
through the educational process and to help him become a well-
adjusted member of society; and that, due to certain limitations
within the tests, they appear to be of more value when used in
middle grades than when used above or below the fourth, fifth,
and sixth grades.
New Problems Discovered
Further research is needed to discover and define all the
important aspects of personality.
The difference between boys and girls in all the important
aspects of personality should be studied and analyzed.
The relationship between each personality trait and good
personality adjustment should be studied.
Further research needs to be done on the relationship be-
tween personality adjustment and I. Q*, particularly at the
extremely high levels of intelligence and at the very low levels.
Retesting personality adjustment after a lapse of time in
which specific training has taken place would make an interesting
experiment*
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Elementary Series, Form A
Grades 4-9
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY—ELEMENTARY, FORM A
A PROFILE OF PERSONAL AND SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT
Devised by Louis P. Thorpe, Ernest W. Tiegs, and Willis W. Clark
Name : Grade
School Age Last Birthday
Teacher Date Sex: Boy-Girl
%
COMPONENTS
I. Self Adjustment . . .
A. Self-reliance ....
B. Sense of Personal Worth
C. Sense of Personal Freedom
D. Feeling of Belonging . .
E. Withdrawing Tendencies
(Freedom from)
F. Nervous Symptoms
. .
(Freedom from)
Z. Social Adjustment
A. Social Standards . .
B. Social Skills ....
C. Anti-social Tendencies
(Freedom from)
D. Family Relations . .
E. School Relations . .
F. Community Relations .
)TAL ADJUSTMENT
Possible
Score
Pupil’s Percentile
Score Rank
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INSTRUCTIONS TO PUPILS
After each of the following questions,
make a circle around the YES or NO.
For example, if you have a dog at home
make a circle around YES. Do the other
one the same way.
A. Do you have a dog at home? YES NO
B. Can you ride a bicycle? YES NO
On the next pages are more questions.
The answers are not right or wrong,
but show what you think, how you feel,
or what you do about things.
Go right on from one page to another
until you have finished them all.
SECTION 1 A SECTION 1 B
1. Would you rather plan
your own work than to
have some one else plan
it for you? YES NO
2. Do you usually apologize
when you are wrong? YES NO
3. When you have some free
time, do you usually ask
your parents or teachers
what to do? YES NO
4. When someone tries to
cheat you, do you usually
try to stop him? YES NO
5. Is it easy for you to recite
or talk in class?
6. Do you like to meet new
people or introduce them
to others?
7. Do you usually go to bed
on time, even when you
wish to stay up?
YES NO
YES N
YES NO
8. Is it hard to do your work
when someone blames you
for something?
(
YES NO
9. Do you usually eat food
that is good for you, even
if you do not like it? YES NO
10. Do your parents or teach-
ers usually need to tell
you to do your work?
11. Do you get excited when
things go wrong?
12. Do you usually keep at
your work until it is done?
Score Section 1 A
YES
YES NO
ES NO
4
IB
ES NO
13. Do your friends generally
think that your ideas are
good? YES'
14. Do most of your friends
and classmates think you
are bright? YES NO
15. Are your friends and
classmates usually inter-
ested in the things you
do? YES NO
16. Do you wish that your
father (or mother) had a
better job? YES NO
17. Do your classmates seem
to think that you are not
a good friend?
18. Do your friends and class-
mates often want to help
you? YES
19. Are you sometimes cheat-
ed when you trade things? YES
20. Do your classmates and
friends usually feel that
they know more than you
do? Yes
21. Do your folks seem to
think that you are doing
well?
22. Can you do most of the
things you try?
23. Do people often think
that you cannot do things
very well?
NO
NO
YES NO
YES NO
© NO
24. Do people often do nice
things for you?
Score Section 1 B.
jr*/
NO
3 —
SECTION 1 C SECTION 1 D
YES NO
YES NO
YES NO
25. May you usually choose
your own friends?
26. Are you allowed enough
time to play?
27. Do others usually decide
to which parties you may
go?
28. May you usually bring
your friends home when
you want to? YES NO
29. May you usually do what
you want to during your
spare time? YES NO
30. Do you have a chance to
see many new things? YES NO
31. Do your folks often stop
you from going around
with your friends? YES NO
32. Are you allowed to do
most of the things you
want to? YES NO
33. Are you given some spend- J
YES NOmg money
34. Do your folks stop you
from taking short walks
with your friends? YES NO
35. Are you punished for lots
of little things? YES NO
36. Do you feel that your
folks boss you too much? YES NO
i I
Score Section 1 C Jt
B7
37. Do pets and animals make
friends with you easily? YES NO
38. Are you proud of your
school? YES NO
39. Do your classmates think
you cannot do well in
school? YES NO
40. Are you as well and strong ,
as most boys and girls? YES NO
41. Are your cousins, aunts,
uncles, or grandparents as
nice as those of most of
your friends? YIS) ^
42. Are the members of your
family usually good tou
—
you? CYES) NO
43. Do you often think that
nobody likes you? ( YES)NO
44. Do you feel that most of
your classmates are glad
that you are a member of
the class? YES NO
45. Do you have just a few
friends? YES NO
46. Do you often wish you
had some other parents
)U
? YES NO
47. Are you sorry you live in
the place you do? YES CNO
48. Do your friends have bet-
ter times at home than
you do? YES ( N
Score Section 1 0 J
SECTION 1 E SECTION 1 F
49
49. Have people often been
so unfair that you gave
up?
50. Do you often think of
many things that are dan-
YES (Nd
gerous YES NO
51. Do you often meet people
who are so mean that you
hate them? YES NO
52. Do you often think about
such things as failing in
your studies, losing
money, losing your par-
ents, or dying? YES NO
3
Do your friends or your
work often make you
worry ?
l/
YES NO
54. Is your work often so hard
that you stop trying? YES NO
55. Are people often so un-
kind or unfair that it
makes you feel bad? YES NO
56. Do your friends or class-
mates often say or do
things that hurt your feel-
ings? YES , NO
57. Do people often try to
cheat you or do mean
things to you? YES NO
58.
Are you often with peo-
ple who have so little in-
terest in you that you feel
lonesome? YES NO
59. Are your studies or your
life so dull that you often
think about many other
things? YES NO jj
60. Are people often mean or
unfair to you? YES NO
Score Section 1 E
61
61. Do you often have sneez-
ing spells? YES NO
62. Do you often have bad
dreams? YES NO
63. Do you bite your finger-
nails often? YES NO
64.
Does it usually take you a
long time to go to sleep at
night? NO
65.
Does your head ache
often? ( YES NO
66.
Do you often find you are
not hungry at meal time? YES NO
67.
Do you take cold easily? YES NO
68.
Do you often feel tired in
the forenoon? YES NO
69. Do you often tap with
your fingers on a table or
desk? YES NO
70. Do you often feel sick at
your stomach? YES NO
71. Do you often have dizzy
spells? YES ,410
72.
Do your eyes hurt you
often? YES NO
Score Section 1 F
- 5 -
SECTION 2 A SECTION 2 B
73
73. When people get sick or
are in trouble, is it usually
their own fault? YES NO
74. Is it all right to disobey
teachers if you think they
are not fair to you? YES NO
75. Should only the older boys
and girls be nice and
friendly to new people? YES NO
76. Is it all right to take
things you need if you
have no money? YES NO
77.
Is it necessary to thank
those who have helped
you? YES NO
78. Do children need to obey
their fathers or mothers
even when their friends
tell them not to? YES NO
79. If a person finds some-
thing, does he have a right
to keep it or sell it? YES NO
80. Is it all right to make fun
of boys and girls who do ~
not believe what you do? YES NO
81. Should children obey
signs that tell them to
stay off of other peoples’
grounds? YES NO
82. Should children be nice
to people they don’t like? YES NO
83. Is it all right for children
to cry or whine when
their parents keep them
home from a show? YES NO
84. Is it all right to cheat in
a game when the umpire
is not looking? YES NO
Score Section 2 A .1
85.
Do you like to speak or
sing before other people? YES N
85
86. When people make you
angry do you usually keep -
it to yourself? YES NO
87. Do you help new pupils
to talk to other children? YES \NO
88. Does it make you feel
angry when you lose in
games at parties? YES NO
89. Is it hard for you to talk
to people as soon as you
meet them? YES NO
90. Do you usually help other
boys and girls to have a
good time? YES NO
91. Do you usually act friend-
ly to people you do not
like? YES INO
2
Do you often change your
plans in order to help ....
people? YES NO
93.
Do you usually forget the
names of people you
meet? YES NO
94.
Do you often say nice
things to people when
they do well? YES NO
95.
Do you try games at part-
ies even if you haven’t
played them before? YES NO
96.
Do you talk to new child-
ren at school?
Score Section 2 B.
YES NO *
— 6 —
SECTION 2 C SECTION 2 D
97. Do people often ask you
to do such hard or foolish
things that you won’t do
them?
98. Are the tests at school
often so hard or unfair
that it is all right to
cheat?
99. Do you often make friends
or classmates do things
they don’t want to?
100. Are things sometimes so
bad at school that you
stay away?
101. Do people often act so
badly that you have to be
mean or nasty to them?
102. Do you often have to
make a “fuss” or “act up”
to get your rights?
103. Is anyone at school so
mean that you tear, or
cut, or break things?
104. Is it hard to make people
remember how well you
can do things?
105. Is someone at home so
mean that you often have
to quarrel?
106. Do you sometimes need
something so badly that it
is all right to take it?
107. Do classmates often quar-
rel with you?
108. Do you like to scare or
push smaller boys and
girls?
Score Section 2 C
97
ES NO
YES NQ'
YES NO
YES
YES NO
YES
YES NO
YES NO
YES
YES NO
YES NO
YES
11
109
109. Do you have a hard time
because it seems that your
folks hardly ever have
enough money? YES
110. Do your folks seem to
think that you are just as
good as they are? YES NO
NO
NO
111. Are you unhappy because
your folks do not care
about the things you like? YES NO ,
112. When your folks make
you mind are they usually
nice to you about it? YES NO
113. Do your folks often claim
that you are not as nice to
them as you should be? YES
114. Do you like both of your
parents about the same? YES
115. Does someone at home
pick on you much of the
time? YES
116. Does it seem to you that
your folks at home often
treat you mean? YES
117. Do you try to keep boys
and girls away from your
home because it isn’t as
nice as theirs? YES
118. Do you sometimes feel
like running away from
home? YES NO
\_y
119. Do you feel that no one
at home loves you? YES NO
120. Have you often felt that
your folks thought you
would not amount to any-
thing? YES NO
Score Section 2 D
9
— 7 —
SECTION 2 E SECTION 2 F
121
121. Do you think that the
boys and girls like you as
well as they should? YES NO
122. Do you think that the
children would be hap-
pier if the teacher were
not so strict? YES NO
123. Is it fun to do nice things
for some of the other boys
or girls? YES NO
124. Is school work so hard
that you are afraid you
will fail?
125. Do many of the children
get along with the teacher
much better than you do? YES NO
126. Does it seem to you that
some of the teachers have
it in for pupils? YES NO
127. Do your schoolmates seem
to think that you are nice
to them? YES NO
128. Would you like to stay
home from school a lot if
it were right to do so? YES NO
129. Are most of the boys and
girls at school so bad that
you try to stay away from
them? YES (m)
130. Do your classmates choose
you as often as they should
when they play games? YES
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
Do you visit many of the
interesting places near
where you live?
133
L
NO
Do you sometimes do
things to make the place
in which you live look
nicer?
Do you think there are
too few interesting places
near your home? YES NO
Do you ever help clean up
things near your home? YES NO
Do you take good care of
your own pets or help
with other people’s pets? YES NO
Do you sometimes help
other people? YES NO
Do you try to get your
friends to obey the laws? NO
Do you help children
keep away from places
where they might get sick? YES NO
Do you usually try to be
nice to peope who are not
the same color or race as
you are? YES NO
Is it all right to do what
you please if the police
are not around? YES NO
131. Do many of the other boys
or girls claim that they
play games fairer than
you do? YES NO
132. Do the boys and girls
usually treat you nice at
school? YES NO
143. Does it make you glad to
see the people around your
house get along fine? YES NO
144. Do you dislike many of
the people who live near
your home? YES
Score Section 2 F IScore Section 2 E
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Aspects of Personality
SECTION I I
1. When some child tries to push into line ahead of me,
I am not afraid to tell him to get back
2. I try to be the first one to get on a streetcar
3. I am among the first to yell at a game
4. I try to get a seat in the streetcar or train before
someone else does
5. I get angry when the class leader is too “bossy.” . . .
6. I am usually doing the talking in any crowd
7. I find it hard to talk before other children
8. I talk back to a friend who is “bossy.”
9. I like to show people around to meet other people. . .
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
16.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20 .
If there are pieces of salt in my ice cream, I tell the
storekeeper about it [s] [jX] io
I tell the groceryinan that it is my turn when the
grocer tries to wait on someone else first u
I try to get the storekeeper to sell me candy at a
cheaper price
Even though I don’t understand what the teacher
says, I don’t ask her to say it again
I do almost everything other people tell me to do. . .
I am often against what people say
§
13
M
15
I stick to what I’ve said even if other children don’t
like it
I don’t mind when other children get ahead of me in
line [S @ >7
....a 0
....s is
I try to get my own way even if I have to fight for it [I] 0
[ 2 ] (Go right on to the next page.)
I have a lot of nerve
I always want to have my way with other people
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21. I think that friends who don’t agree with me are
stupid 0
22. I raise my hand so that the teacher will call on me to
go on an errand S 0
23. I do not like to be the leader in games § D
24. I start the fun at a quiet party s D
25. I do not like to start a new game among my friends,
but I let someone else do it ..0 0
26. I like to be the first in line when I play a game .0 D
27. I get the boys and girls together for parties, clubs, and
teams s P
28. I don’t like to ask questions in class s D
29. I want to lead the class s D
30. I like to stick up for my rights s D
31. I like to talk with someone else about my work s D
32. I like to go from one group of children to another
and talk s B
33. When I make up my mind not to do a thing, I just
won’t do it s D
34. I always want to be with my father and mother K D
36. I feel sure I can do things I want to do .. ^ D
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
(Go right on to the next page.
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1.
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20 .
21 .
22 .
23.
SECTION II II
I do not like to have people ask me questions about
myself
I like baseball and football better than quiet games.
I would rather go to a party than stay at home
I would rather play with other children than play
alone
I have many friends
I do not make friends easily
I like to go to school early because I have many
friends waiting for me
I like to make new friends
I like friends more than books
I find it easy to start speaking to a new pupil
I keep quiet when I am with other people
I like to spend my vacation at some quiet place
I do not mind when people say bad things about me.
I like to spend money
I can be scolded without feeling hurt
I make up my mind quickly
I like to be in assembly plays
I like to have people look at me when I am working..
I like to read before the class
I do not like to work alone
I make up my mind without much thinking
I like to go camping rather than read about it
Eti 0
0 0
s D
* V D
0 0
0 *
0 B,
0 ®.»
0 0 ..
0 Sb
0 I2U
0 l'>U
I would sooner say than write what 1 think.
I 4 1
0 $L-
(Go right on to the next page.)
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33. I think of smart things to say afterward, when it is
too late
24. I like to think a great deal S D
25. I want to work alone because I don’t want other
people to be praised for my ideas s 0
26. I feel at home at parties ..0 0
27. I would rather play checkers than play ball ..0 0
28. I like to belong to clubs' ..0 0
29. I like to play rough sports s 0
30. I like to tell my friends all about things that happen to
me "S D
31. I worry about the little mistakes I make s D
32. I like to read poetry X D
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
0 0
34. I like to take charge of things for the teacher |d]
35. I like to go around classes, collecting money for the
Red Cross : fit @
33
34
35
(Go right on to the next page.)
II
[ 5 ]
I /j
Score
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SECTION III IN
1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
10 .
11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .
15 .
16 .
17 .
18 .
19 .
20 .
21 .
22 .
23 .
24 .
25 .
I think most children like to make fun of me.
I get angry about nothing
I get so angry I can’t talk
I fall and trip over things
I like to listen to the radio
I find it hard to forget my troubles
I often talk to myself
I like animals as pets
I often have ideas run through my head, so that I
cannot sleep
I never tear pages from my school or library books.
.
I often giggle and laugh for no reason at all
I often cry without good reason
I am always afraid that sad things will happen to me.. . .
I think that I was happier when I was a baby
I always cross the street at the corners
I think that my friends are against me.
X D
s, D
s D
s D
s D
s D
s ©
K D
K 0
K D
IX] D
a D
D
0 0
S ¥
X 1)
D
a 0
a 0
s I)
0
ran
. 0
,71
a i
ill
0
a
a i0
10
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
(Go right on to the next page.)
28 .
29 .
30 .
31 .
32 .
33 .
34 .
35 .
36 .
37 .
38 .
39 .
40 .
41 .
42 .
43 .
44 .
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I am afraid to sit in a small room with the door shut. . . .
I am very much afraid of water.
. „
I wish to do the right thing, but sometimes I can’t
get myself to do it
e
I cannot stand even a small noise
I am afraid of thunder
I feel that I haven’t a friend
I like my school because it is clean
Everything gets on my nerves
I often feel sad for no reason at all
I say one thing and do another
I like to tease my friends until they cry ;
I like this Same-Different game
I believe almost anything that anybody tells me
I cry when I am in trouble, because then people pity me.
I can’t forget a wrong that’s been done me
I think that everybody keeps away from me
I think my teacher is always watching me
I think my parents pick on me too much
I feel I get blamed for things I did not do
0 0
0 0
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Behavior Rating
HEDULE B: BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE
? h-
Grade
Date
,
/ 9
Directions for Using
Schedule B
Score
i "VJJLDivision I
Division II 111-
Division III
Division I i
Total
-V
1. Do not consult anyone in making your judgments.
2. In rating a person on a particular trait, disregard every other trait but
that one. Many ratings are rendered valueless because the rater allows
himself to be influenced b^a general favorable or unfavorable impression
that he has formed of the person.
3. When you have satisfied yourself as to the standing of this person in the
trait on which you are rating him, indicate your rating by placing a cross
(X) immediately above the most appropriate descriptive phrase.
I. If you are rating a child, try to make your ratings by comparing him with
children of his own age.
i. The masculine pronoun (he) has been used throughout for convenience.
It applies whether the person whom you are rating is male or female.
>. In making your ratings, disregard the small numbers which appear below
the descriptive phrases. They are for use in scoring.
DIVISION I
w intelligent is he ?
iely Sluggish,
Plodding
(4)
Thinks with
ordinary speed
(2 )
r
Agile-
minded
(1)
e slovenly or careful in his thinking ?
Score
ile- Dull Equal of average
r
Bright
T
Brilliant
led
) (4)
child on street
(3) > (2) (1)
ie abstracted or wide awake ?
Exceedingly
rapid
(3)
ually
1
Frequently Usually
1 *
Wide- Keenly
;d in becomes present- awake alive and
elf abstracted minded alert
(4) (2) (1) (3)
is attention sustained ? •
r
7
Difficult to
| i |
' Jumps Attends Is absorbed Able to hold
jm one keep at task adequately in what he attention for
mother until completed does long periods
(4) (3) (1) (2)
e slow or quick in thinking ?
i /
renly Inexact, Moderately
;ical A dabbler careful
(4) (2)
3 mentally lazy or active ?
Consistent
and logical
(1)
Precise
(3)
its Lethargic, Is ordinarily
1
Eager Shows hyper-
inert Idles along active activity
(3) (2) (1) (4)
3 indifferent or does he take interest in things ?
rent,
1
Uninquisitive, Displays usual
1
Interests
1
Has consuming
rned Rarely curiosity and are easily interest in almost
interested interest aroused everything
(4) (1) (2) (3)
[ 3 Total , Division T %

DIVISION m
16. Is he quiet or talkative ?
Speaks very
rarely
(3)
Usually
quiet
fl)
Upholds his
end of talk
(2)
Talks more than
his share
(4)
Jabbers
(5)
16. Is his behavior (honesty, morals, etc.) generally acceptable to ordinary social
17. What are his social habits ?
Lives almost
entirely to
himself
(4)
Follows few
social
activities
(3 )
Pursues usual
social activities
and customs
0)
18. Is he shy or bold in social' relationships ?
(4)
Timid.
Frequently
embarrassed
(2)
Actively
seeks social
pleasures
(2 )
Prefers social
activities to
all else
(5)
Bold.
Insensitive to
social feelings
(S)
Score
standards?
.
X
Unacceptable,
.
Extreme
violations
(5)
1/
Occasional
violations
(4)
Ordinarily
acceptable
(3)
Always
acceptable
a)
Bends backward,
Very rigid
standards
(2)
4
19. Is his personality attractive ?
Repulsive
(5)
Disagreeable
(4)
-^7
Unnoticed,
Colorless
(3 )
20. How does he accept authority ?
lehai hitic^il of
21. How flexible is he?
Stubborn,
Hidebound,
Nonconformist
(5)
Slow to accept
new customs
and methods
(3)
Colorful
(2)
Respectful,
Complies
by habit
(1)
Confc
willingly as
necessity arises
(2)
2. Is he rude or courteous ?
Rude,
Insulting,
Insolent
(5)
Sometimes 'Observes general Courteous,
unmannerly, conventions of Gracious
Saucy civility and respect
(4) • (3 ) ( 1 )
23. Does he give in to others or does he assert himself,?,.
Never asserts
self,
Servile
(5)
Generally
yields
(4)
Holds his own,
Yields when
necessary
(1)
Magnetic
(1)
Entirely resigned,
Accepts all
authority
(2)
Quick to accept
new customs
and methods
(1)
Easily persuaded,
Flaccid,
Unstable
(4)
Elegant
(2)
Insiitent,
Obstinate
O.
_4
_3
24. What tendency has he^to criticize others ?
Comments on
outstanding weak-
nesses or faults
(2)
( 5 1
Has a
critical
attitude
(4)
Extremely
critical,
Rarely approves
(5)(3)
Total, Division III-
DIVISION IV
26. Is he even-tempered or mejody ? Score
Stclid,
Rare changes
of mood
(3)
Gcneralli/
very eveiK
tempered
(1)
Is happy or
depressed as
conditions warrant
(2)
Strong and
frequent changes
of mood
(4)
Has periods of
extreme elations
or depressions
(5)
l
26. Is he easily discouraged or is he persistent?
Melts before
slight obstacles
or objections
(5)
Gives up before
adequate
trial
(3)
Gives
everything
a fair trial
(1)
Persists until
convinced of
mistake
(2)
Never
gives in,
Obstinate
(4)
—
27. Is he generally depressed or cheerful?
1
Dejected,
Melancholic,
In the dumps
(3)
Generally
dispirited
(4)
Usually \x^
good humor
(1)
!
Cheerful,
Animated,
Chirping
(2)
Hilarious
(S)
28. Is he sympathetic ? / \s
Inimical,
Aggravating,
Cruel
(5)
Unsympathetic,
Disobliging,
Cold
(4)
OrdmariV
friendly and
cordial
(2)
Sympathetic,
Warm-hearted
a)
f
Very
affectionate
(3)
29. How does he react to frustrations or to unpleasant situations ?
Very submissive,
Long-suffering
Tolerant,
Rarely
blows up
Generally
self-controlled
Impatient
r
Easily irritated,
Hot-headed,
Explosive
(3) (2) (1) (4) (5)
30. Does he worry or is he easy-going ?
Constantly worrying / Apprehensive, Does not
about something, Often worries worry without
Has manv anxieties unduly cause
.
(4) (2) (1)
Entirely care free,
Never worries,
Light-hearted
.
(5)
31. How does he react to examinatiop or to discussion of himself or his problems ?
Refuses flatly Volunteers
to cooperate nothing,
Must be pumped
(5 ) (3)
32. Is he suspicious or trustful ?
n c
Conservatively
cooperative
Quite willing
to cooperate
Entirely uninhibited,
Tells everything,
Enjoys it
(4)
No emotional re-
sponses, Apathetic,
Stuporous
(4)
Emotions
are slowly
aroused •
(2 )
Responds
quite
normally
a)
Extreme reactions,
Hysterical,
High-strung
(S)
34. Is he negativistic or suggestible ?
Ncgativistic,
Contrary
(5)
Complies
slowly
(4) •
/
Is generally
open-minded
(1)
Rather easily
persuaded
(2)
Follows any
suggestion
(3)
36. Does he act impulsively or cautiously?
Impulsive, Bolts, Frequently
Acts on the spur - unrcflective
of the moment and imprudent
(5) (4)
Deliberate
( 1)
1
. .
Very suspicious,
Distrustful
(5)
Has to be
assured
(3)
Gelferally
unsuspicious
and trustful
(1)
Somewhat
gullible
(2)
Accepts every-
thing without
question
(4)
—
33. Is he emotionally calm or excitable ?
1
(3)
Total, Division IV-
I 6 ]
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